
Wholesale two chest pockets workwear shirt&pants,China top
manufacturer supply elastic waist suits
 
Product images:

Specifications:
 

Size European size (from s to 5xl) or customized size

Minimum quantity 1500pcs-2000pcs

Design European standard 

Samples 7-10 working days

Package Each one in a poly bag or as customers’need

Color Navy blue or Gray

Logo Yes

Feature Europ style

Application Light feeling



Function Multi pockets and polular workwear

Weight 190g/m2

Fabric 65%Polyester 35%Cotton.,100 cotton

Pockets Multi pockets

 

China Supplier Reflective Work Suit 100% Cotton Pants and Shirt

 

 
1.Firstly, It's a two piece working suit. It includes pant and jacket,
 
2. It sales to Spainish Market, that's to say, it 's famous in European market design. 
 
3.The fabric is 65%Polyester 35%Cotton  or 80%polyester 20%Cotton fabric High quality fabric.
 
4.Zipper/ Knit wrist in cuff , keep you warmth and windproof.Clean and efficient when you
working.
 
 
5. If you don't like zipper pockets, we can change it's design for you. 

 

 
6..Marched blue color nylon zipper, not easy to lose your tools , coin , or telephone.
 
7.Navy Blue Color or Royal Blue Color , it let your style is striking and bright.
 
8.Classic design make your life easier and make the cost-effective.
 
9. A long zipper in front.
 
10.Elasitc band in the waist.
 
11.Flap in pockets in the knee.

 

 
More products for you to choose
 



 



 



 

Why Choose Us?

 

1, We have professional experience about 11 years,our maket are located in East middle
maket,south America, European and so on.

2, We have design department,our designs continuously develop new products based on the demand
of the market.

3, The professional technicians allow us to provide the accurate samples according to the
clients’ requirements in time.

4, Once order is placed, the quality control is strictly carried out from beginning to the end.

5, We choose the qualified suppliers of fabric, accessaries and packing materials.

6, The material will be strictly inspected when they arrive in the factory.

Contact information



 

 


